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1.0 Preliminaries  

1.1 Background 

The Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Northampton was constructed c.1100. It is one of only 

four surviving early twelfth-century round churches in England, and much of the original 

building fabric remains although the building has developed over time. Major restoration 

works were carried out to the east end of the church in the 1860s by Sir George Gilbert 

Scott, and these contribute to and enhance the building’s historic and architectural 

significance. It also has a special place in Northamptonshire’s military history, acting as the 

Regimental Church for the Northamptonshire Regiment in the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries. The church building is grade I listed, and a closed churchyard and church hall fall 

within its curtilage. It sits within the historic medieval core of the town, just outside of the 

main town centre. 

The PCC believe that the church has the potential to act as a centre for local community 

activities and events, as well as a tourist attraction, complementing its primary purpose as a 

place of worship. It could also play an important part in the redevelopment and urban 

regeneration of the local area. However, there are a number of challenges affecting the use 

of the building including a lack of refreshment and toilet facilities and issues regarding 

accessibility. Security concerns have also led to the church building generally being closed to 

the public outside of worship, although it is open for several hours per week during summer 

months. 

Over the past decade or longer the PCC has explored a substantial church re-ordering plan, 

culminating in firm proposals in 2013. It included a desire to; 

• Remove of the church organ 

• Establishment of a new vestry area 

• Install glass doors to the west porch 

• Install glass panelling in the circular Nave 

• Upgrade the heating system  

• Install a lift to enable greater physical access to the church’s different levels 

• Install lavatories, a servery and storage cupboards 

• Remove some pews from the aisle(s) 

• Installation of solar panels 

• Add a ringing floor to the tower 

• Install a new, accessible pathway from Sheep Street to the west door 

• Create a new car parking area 
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Following a site visit in 2013, anxiety about some if not most aspects of the proposal was 

expressed by amenity societies and other statutory consultees.  In response to this 

feedback, the PCC developed a Conservation Management Plan, which assesses the 

significance of the building and highlights the issues affecting the church as well as potential 

opportunities. The Victorian Society has expressed significant concern about the 

appropriateness of the CMP’s recommendations and proposals, which include; 

• The installation of a pod in the south aisle 

• The glazing of the arches of the round nave 

• The removal of the organ 

• The installation of toilet and servery facilities 

• The removal of pews from the outer north aisle 

An additional proposal to install fencing around the back of the church to prevent misuse of 

the area was commented upon by Northampton Borough Council in 2015.  

An Options Appraisal and Heritage Impact Assessment is the next step in developing a 

scheme for the church building and complex that will allow it to realise its potential and 

address the challenges faced.  

 

1.2 Limitations 

This strategy covers the Options Appraisal phase of what is likely to be a project that will see 

a reordering of Holy Sepulchre. It may refer to later phases of the project but its remit is 

exclusively the Options Appraisal phase of the project entitled ‘Unlocking Potential’ ( 

referred to as ‘the project’ in this strategy). It is intended that the strategy can and should 

be adapted for the purposes of subsequent phases of the project. It is predicated upon the 

results of previous consultation(s) provided by the PCC of Holy Sepulchre. Any omission or 

error should be rectified at the earliest opportunity by the Steering Group. 

 

1.3 Authorship  
This strategy was written by Ben Stoker (Heritage Consultant) with the support of Joe Player 

(Architect) and Debby de Haes (Governance consultant) on behalf of the Steering Group and 

Holy Sepulchre PCC.  

 

2.0 What have we already learned? 

2.1 Previous consultation with statutory bodies 

The latest formal, consultation has focused on material changes to the church building and 

its environs. This took place in 2013 and was a follow-up to a consultation that took place in 

2008. Proposals for a substantial reordering were propounded and statutory consultees 

invited to attend a site visit to discuss the plans before responding formally.  
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2.1.1 Society for the protection of Ancient Buildings (SPAB) (July, 2013) 

The SPAB made the following summary comments (abridged) following a site visit to discuss 

re-ordering proposals; 

• ‘We sympathise with the parish’s wish to have an equal access lavatory and servery 

within the church and to improve the heating. 

 

• West Door Lobby – ‘We defer to the Victorian Society in terms of the importance of 

the 19th-century lobby…the west doors are very fine and we suggest that their repair 

may be worthy of a grant from the Church Buildings Council.’ 

 

• Tower first floor – ‘We question whether the perceived benefits of the proposal 

would outweigh the visual and physical impacts which, in our view, would be 

detrimental.’ 

 

• North door to round church – ‘At the time of our visit there was nothing to suggest 

that the heavy curtain across the doorway is not being effective.’ 

 

• South door – While we defer to the Victorian Society in terms of the 19th[century] 

oak doors we would not support their substitution with glazed doors into the 

round…Looking from the church they would appear very harsh.’ 

 

• Heating – ‘The advice to heat people rather than the enormous volume must be 

right for this church, and to heat the upper and lower levels of the building 

separately, with perhaps zoned heating for the outer north aisle and the south east 

chapel.’ 

 

• Glass screens to the three arches dividing the round from the upper church – ‘…we 

consider that the proposed glazed screens would be highly damaging visually and 

aesthetically to the interior of one of the most important buildings in the country… 

We urge the parish to consider other alternatives.’ 

 

• Lift to upper church – ‘Subject to detailed designs and assurance of exceptionally 

good execution we would not oppose the principle of the installation of a lift in the 

north of the three arches.’ 

 

• Servery and WC – ‘We defer to the Victorian Society in terms of the proposed 

removal of some of the pews in the outer north aisle. In principle we would have no 

objection to the location of the servery against the wall in the middle of the outer 

north aisle subject to the views of the Victorian Society. Similarly [,] we have no 

objection to the position of the proposed ramp to the vestry and are pleased to note 

that the existing leger stones would not be disturbed. The proposed location for the 

equal access lavatory within the vestry seems a sensible one.’ 
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• Organ – ‘We understand from Dr Knight that the organ will not deteriorate greatly if 

left as it is now. The Society defers to the views of the British Institute of Organ 

Studies and to those of the Church Buildings Council but it seemed that there was 

not a particularly strong case for moving the organ since there is sufficient room for 

the proposed WC behind it in the vestry and for the proposed display at the east end 

of the aisle.’ 

 

• Solar Panels – ‘We would not object to solar panels on the inner roof slopes 

provided that they are not visible from the ground and they do not involve fixings 

through the tiled roof or inhibit its maintenance.’ 

 

2.1.2 English Heritage / Historic England (2013) 

• ‘We would expect an application for re-ordering to contain a statement of 

significance.’ 

 

• Cutting down on draughts – ‘We sympathise with the problems faced by the PCC in 

keeping the congregation warm and free of draughts. We support the proposals to 

repair and re-hang all the doors with improved draught proofing, and repair the 

inner porch to the west doors. However, the proposal to divide the circular nave 

from the upper church with glass screens is a drastic step that would cause 

substantial harm to the significance of the church. We are strongly opposed to this 

element of the proposals…Although glass is considered to be ‘transparent’, it is in 

fact very reflective…Glass is also an inefficient way to keep heat in, as it both absorbs 

and conducts heat…It would be much more efficient, cheaper and far less harmful to 

install curtains behind the arches…We are also concerned about the proposals to 

remove the inner oak doors to the south porch and replace them with glass 

doors…Their loss seems unjustified…In our view it would be better to install a well-

designed curtain above the door…’ 

 

• Renewing the heating system – ‘Effective heating is essential for the continued use 

of historic buildings, but the wrong sort of heating can have damaging effects on 

building fabric…Holy sepulchre currently has a wet radiator system with outdated 

boilers…Our guidance states that “Hot water systems remain the best means of 

heating a place of worship as they are the most suited to maintain the building at a 

constant temperature and can be adjusted as necessary…”We would advise the PCC 

in the first instance the possibility of re-using or upgrading the current wet system.’ 

 

• Removing the Stringer Organ and forming a new vestry, toilet, store and servery – 

‘We…defer to the views of the DAC Organ Adviser in this matter…If consent was to 

be granted for relocation of the organ, we would not object in principle to locating 

the vestry, toilet, store and servery facilities in the organ chamber, subject to design 

details…If the organ is to remain in situ, it should still be possible to locate the toilet 

facilities in the organ chamber, and this is certainly the most suitable location for 
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them. An alternative location would need to be found for the servery and storage 

cupboards. The best solution…seems to be to locate a fold-away servery in a well-

designed furniture unit along the north wall of the outer north aisle (assuming the 

pews are removed…) There would also be room to locate storage cupboards in this 

area…’ 

 

• Removing pews in the upper church – ‘We have commented previously on the 

possibility of pew removals in this church [2008] …we recognised that there may be 

a need to increase open space in the interior in order to accommodate different 

activities. However, we advised that…to clear the pews from all three aisles was too 

radical…As the current proposals are for the removal of the pews from the outer 

north aisle only…we do not have any objections to this element of the proposals.’ 

 

• Forming a nave altar in front of the chancel steps – ‘…we do not have aby 

objections in principle…’ 

 

• Adding a ringing floor to the tower – ‘We have commented previously on the 

possibility of inserting a ringing floor in the tower [2008]…we advised that we could 

probably accept the insertion of a new ringing floor in the tower, but that the 

introduction of a new staircase into the circular aisle was intrusive and harmful…it 

would be better to explore the alternative we suggested in 2008, which is to install a 

staircase within the tower itself.’ 

 

• Installing photovoltaic solar panels to the nave roof – ‘We have advised previously 

on the installation of photovoltaic panels on one of the south-facing roof slopes of 

this church [2009]… we noted that the principle was likely to be acceptable…The 

current proposals are for photovoltaic panels on the southern slopes of both the 

inner north aisle and the outer north aisle…the principle may be acceptable but the 

panels would need to be screened from public view…With regard to the manner of 

fixing, no information has been provided in the quotations…’ 

 

• Addition of further car parking spaces in the churchyard – ‘This element of the 

proposals is likely to be contentious, as it will undoubtedly be harmful to the setting 

of the church…’ 

 

• Improving the western approach to the church – ‘We understand the desire to 

improve the access to the west door of the church by creating a new access path 

from Sheep Street, across the churchyard. However, this could potentially have quite 

a damaging impact on archaeology in the churchyard…It is crucial to undertake 

proper assessment and evaluation of potential impacts in advance of 

commencement of any works…’ 
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• Installation of a new Caroline Chisholm stained glass window – ‘We await further 

details…’ 

 

2.1.3 Church Buildings Council (2013) 

• ‘The Council noted that this church is of exceptional interest and is maintained to a 

commendably high standard.’ 

 

• Stringer Organ – Quoting a report by Paul Hale, Accredited Independent Organ 

Adviser (2002): ‘it makes a truly wonderful sound…a more appropriate instrument 

for grant-aided sympathetic restoration would be hard to imagine, on grounds of 

both rarity and artistic quality.’ From the CBC report (2013): ‘There are limited 

options for relocating it within the building…These could include moving it to face 

down the first north aisle or placing it closer to the chancel…Although the organ 

could be transferred to a new location this would remove an asset of very great 

value and The Council did not accept that there is a strong justification for doing so. 

All of the ambitions of the parish for additional facilities could be met with the organ 

present and The Council strongly advised that it should remain.’ 

 

• Heating and glazed screens – ‘…it is intended to screen the round and concentrate 

on heating this area…The Council advised strongly against the proposal to introduce 

glass screens…Glazed screens would interrupt the most significant architecture in a 

building of outstanding significance and introduce glare and reflections…A heating 

strategy needs to be developed to inform any changes…’ 

 

• Pew removal and the installation of facilities – ‘The whole building is pewed, with 

little space for circulation or gathering. The second north aisle is an obvious place to 

provide simple kitchen facilities, as is the round, which is already cleared of 

pews…The Council was content in principle with such facilities being provided. The 

Council was content with the principle of providing toilet facilities in church…The 

present proposal places the toilet at the greatest distance, up steps, from the regular 

worship area in the round. Further consideration of the most effective location to 

create a heated worship area could help inform the choice of location of the toilet 

facilities. In 2008 the Council advised that ‘pods’ could be a good way forward…’ 

 

• The Council considered that the other proposals would be best addressed when the 

parish has worked up its Statement of Significance. It also thought that the 

Statement of Needs should include the relationship with the University of 

Northampton.’ 
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2.1.4 Diocesan Advisory Committee (DAC) (2013) 

• ‘…the Committee congratulated the PCC and Preservation Trust for their care and 

dedication in restoring the fabric of the church over the years…’ 

 

• Reordering – ‘The Committee agreed that there was scope for making changes in the 

church which would create more space, allow the installation of new facilities such 

as a toilet and servery and allow more flexibility in the use of the church. It was 

agreed that the church was heavily pewed and that a strong case could be made for 

removing pews from, for example, the second North Aisle…’ 

 

• Removal of the Organ – ‘…this aspect of the proposals is likely to be the most 

difficult issue to resolve and it was advised that changes might be possible whilst still 

retaining the organ.’ 

 

• ‘…the DAC advised that the PCC build on the existing strong links which had been 

established with, for example, the military organisations and seek to develop links 

with other potential stakeholders, such as the university and the Masque Theatre, 

exploring with these groups their needs and how these might be met with changes 

to the building…’ 

 

2.1.5 Northampton Borough Council (2015) 

• Proposed installation of Weld Mesh Fencing at Holy Sepulchre Church – ‘We 

would…like to express our support for the use of using Securifor [sic] 2D fencing 

around the back of the church to prevent people using the buttresses as cover for 

their activities… The proposed fencing will have minimal visual impact…’ 

 

2.1.6 The Victorian Society (2016) 

The Victorian Society offered its views on the CMP compiled in response to the advice 

received during the 2013 consultation.  

• ‘The Victorian restorations added to and enhanced the building.’ 

 

• ‘While we sympathise with the church, any alterations to such an important building 

would need to be sensitively and sophisticatedly approached.’ 

 

• ‘Sadly, we regret to tell you that we cannot support the current plans. If the 

proposals laid out in the CMP were to go forward they would have a detrimental 

effect on the significance of the building…’ 

 

• South aisle proposals – ‘The proposals to house a pod in this area of the church to 

house a vestry would cause a significant degree of harm to the nave space…. The 

pod would disrupt views and would appear very obtrusive in the space. Likewise, the 

proposed glazing of the arches would cut the nave off from the round sections of the 
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church and would damage the aesthetic quality of the interior and cause significant 

harm to the building. While we ultimately defer to the SPAB on these proposals, we 

would urge the parish to reconsider these radical and insensitive proposals.’ 

 

• Pew removal – ‘The acceptability of the proposals to remove the pews is to some 

degree determined by the proposed use of the space and the replacement 

furnishings…’ 

 

• Servery and toilet – ‘As the church has more modern facilities in the adjacent parish 

hall that the disabled members of the congregation are able to access we would 

question the need to intrude on the space inside the church, especially as the 

proposals would necessitate the removal of the significant organ…It may be possible 

to fit a toilet behind the organ and keep it in situ.’ 

 

• Thomas à Beckett Chapel – ‘We would have no objection to the dedication of the 

north chapel to Thomas à Beckett, however the interpretation proposed for this 

space is not appropriate for a Grade I listed building. [This has been installed.] 

 

• ‘We encourage the parish to rethink these proposals and adopt a more sensitive and 

sophisticated approach to the building.’ 

 

3.0 Summary assessment of previous consultations  
The response from statutory consultees (the above is only an abridged version) in 2013 and 

2016 (The Victorian Society) recognised that; 

• There was a desire from the PCC to make the church building more accessible from 

within and without. 

• There was restricted space within the church in which to deliver activities 

complementary to worship.  

• There are potential solutions available to solve some identified issues with the 

building’s current configuration and facilities. 

The consultees generally supported the principle of making the church more accessible and 

useable for activities complementary to worship; however, there were serious concerns 

about some of the proposed methods of achieving this; 

• There was no support for the installation of glass doors or panelling anywhere in the 

church building. 

• There was little support for the installation of a new ringing floor in the tower 

• Consultees were unpersuaded of the need to remove the organ to another area of 

the church or from the church entirely. 

• Consultees required more information about whether a new heating system would 

be preferable to renewal of the current system. 
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• Consultees required evidence of the need to remove pews from the outer north 

aisle, but were generally not averse in principle to this being done. 

• Some consultees were unpersuaded of the viability of the use of pods in the south 

aisle. 

 

The consultees were, however, supportive of; 

• The installation of toilet facilities behind the organ, without necessitating the 

removal of the organ. 

• The installation or storage of servery facilities or furniture, perhaps in the outer 

north aisle, if the need to remove pews is argued persuasively. 

• The installation of a lift, enabling greater access from the lower to upper level of the 

church. 

• The establishment of a new chapel. [This has been installed.] 

Consultees recommended the exploration of future use through dialogue with established 

and potential local stakeholders, such as the university, military organisations, heritage sites 

and theatre groups. 

Overall, the feedback from consultees suggests; 

• In-principle support for making the church more accessible. 

• In-principle and limited practical support for a sensitive, restrained re-ordering. 

• Evidence of support and need from stakeholders will be required before any 

substantive proposal for re-ordering will be acceptable. 

 

4.0 Why continue to consult?  
 

4.1 General advantages 

Following proposals for reordering (2012/13) and the production of a CMP (2016), there is 

now an opportunity to continue to engage with the congregation, local community and 

other stakeholders, to gather evidence for the need to reorder Holy Sepulchre to sustain 

current use and enable complementary uses. This is vital as statutory consultees, 

particularly the DAC and CBC, will respond positively to efforts to gather evidence for the 

need for material change to the church building and its environs. This evidence will inform a 

Statement of Needs following the Options Appraisal phase of project development, which 

will be necessary for any future faculty application.  

Consultation provides the opportunity to engage people who will be affected by and could 

benefit from a future project at the church. It also helps to establish productive working 

relationships, particularly through fostering a sense of local ownership of a project. By 

listening to people and demonstrating how their views will inform a project, trust will be 

built. This will help to make future dialogue easier, develop and consolidate a good 

reputation for the PCC and Steering Group, and may inspire potential volunteers to make 

contributions of time and skills. Data gathered through consultation will provide a good 
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evidence base of support for the introduction of complementary uses and the need for re-

ordering. Consultation also has the potential to lead proposals in new, positive d directions, 

providing opportunities to strengthen ideas through positive feedback or improve them 

through constructive criticism.   

 

4.2 Project-specific advantages 

There are a number of project-specific advantages to be gained through stakeholder and 

public consultation. These include; 

• Strengthening support from the local community and other stakeholders  

o Developing a shared vision for Holy Sepulchre  

o Expanding the reach of the church 

o Establishing mutually beneficial relationships between Holy Sepulchre and 

stakeholders 

o Recruitment to volunteering roles, if appropriate  

o Offering new ideas or reinforcing established ideas 

o Supporting or rejecting any proposed new use(s) 

o Indicating how frequently, and for how long, they would use the church if a 

reordering were to take place compared with now 

o Attracting people to Northampton for the benefit of the local economy 

 

• Strengthening the relationship between the PCC, DAC and other statutory consultees 

o Ensuring transparency in all project developments  

o Ensuring faculty requirements are met 

o Incorporating previous and future guidance and feedback as appropriate  

 

• Ensuring robust governance  

o PCC and Steering Group members are afforded forums in which to express 

their views  

o Consultants are afforded a dialogue with the PCC and Steering Group  

 

• Facilitating guidance from consultants 

o Dialogue with consultants to ensure aspirations are deliverable within the 

constraints created by finances, architecture and statutory building 

protections  

 

5.0 Threats to ongoing consultation  
There are a number of threats to continued consultation which must be borne in mind. 

There are, as always, identifiable and unidentifiable threats. Identifiable threats include; 

• Consultation fatigue—people become tired of being asked for their views over and 

over again 
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• Inevitable objection—some consultees object to change because it’s change. These 

objections could become more vociferous if individuals don’t feel they are being 

listened to  

• Inadvertent upset—the consultation, or the questions it is asking, could cause 

unexpected upset among some individuals  

• Contradictory advice –Concurrent consultation of statutory bodies and the local 

community could result in expectations of change being raised on one side and 

simultaneously limited on the other 

 

5.1 Mitigating threats 

Although threats are likely to remain throughout the consultation period, steps can be taken 

to ensure their impact is limited. For example;  

• Consultation fatigue among the local community may be combated by keeping 

consultations short and delivering them in more than one way, i.e. paper forms, 

online forms, and presentations.  

• Previous consultation with statutory bodies should inform public consultations so 

that expectations are not raised only to be disappointed.  

• Any upset caused amongst the local community as a result of proposals should be 

treated sensitively, with objections noted and properly reported so dissenting 

individuals’ views can be shown to be properly represented.  

• The PCC and Steering Group be prepared to invite stakeholders to meetings 

periodically and especially when it would be beneficial for grievances to be aired. 

• The Steering Group should consider appointing a community liaison representative 

to maintain dialogue with stakeholder throughout this (Options Appraisal) and later 

phases of the project. 

 

6.0 Categories of consultee 

6.1 Statutory Bodies and advisers to statutory bodies 

Statutory consultations are those consultations which are required by law, without which no 

material change can be effected, or those which accepted best practice dictates should be 

consulted. Any work to Holy Sepulchre (a Grade I Listed building) will require Faculty 

permission (granted by the Chancellor of the Diocese of Peterborough, advised by the DAC, 

HE and amenity societies) and, should the silhouette of the building, its exterior appearance 

or its environs be affected, Planning Permission. Consultation with the DAC and amenity 

bodies took place in 2013/16, when advice was sought on proposals as they were 

configured at that time.  It is advisable that future consultation with statutory bodies, 

including amenity societies, takes place at the earliest appropriate opportunity, and 

continues at regular, appropriate intervals. For example, as part of the Options Appraisal 

phase of the project, the DAC could be asked to offer advice ‘in principle’ on the options 

identified. Consultations should focus on any material change to the building and/or its site. 

Consultees include; 
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• Diocesan Advisory Committee  

• Historic England 

• Victorian Society 

• The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings   

• Northampton Borough Council Conservation Officer 

 

6.2 Existing and potential stakeholders  

Stakeholders are those organisations and individuals who have a vested interest in the 

success of Holy Sepulchre and any project to make it more accessible and useful. This 

interest will be anchored by their moral, philosophical, practical or financial (cash or in-kind) 

support of the project. Stakeholders are likely to seek a reciprocal benefit for any financial 

or in-kind investment. Consultations with stakeholders should be carried out with a view to 

identifying opportunities for joint-working and reciprocal support and/or building a case for 

any proposed material change to the church building in order to strengthen current or 

enable future uses. 

Consultees include (but are not limited to); 

• Church groups outside of Holy Sepulchre, including archdeacon(s) and other senior 

clergy 

• Local heritage organisations, groups and sites 

• Local arts organisations, groups and sites 

• Local wellbeing organisations and groups 

• Northampton Borough Council 

• Northampton Town Centre BID 

• Local schools, colleges and universities 

• Northamptonshire County Council? 

• Regular users of the church/ church hall 

 

6.3 Local and wider communities 

There are two categories of community that must be consulted as part of this project. The 

first, is the local community, the second, the wider community. The local community should 

be given every opportunity to offer its opinion on the development of any proposals and, 

where appropriate, to help shape its evolution. Members of the local community are, 

broadly; 

• Local residents  

• People who regular visit Northampton for work or leisure 

Individual members of the wider community should be given opportunity to offer comment 

on proposals in order to gather data on current perceptions and the likelihood of wider 

engagement as the project progresses beyond the Options Appraisal phase. Members of the 

wider community include; 

• Residents of neighbouring villages and towns who visit Northampton and Holy 

Sepulchres rarely, if ever 
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• Occasional visitors to Northampton and Holy Sepulchre 

• People who could or would visit Holy Sepulchre if uses were expanded and 

additional facilities provided 

The categories of local and wider communities can be broken down further to include; 

• Families with children 

• Young People 

• Older people 

• Working people 

• Day trippers and tourists 

• Students in further and/or higher education 

• People with a specialist or casual interest in church architecture and history  

 

6.4 Congregation  

Members of the congregation are very much part of the local community. However, they 

are the lifeblood of any church and must have their special status recognised. No new 

programme of activities or reordering of the church will succeed without the support of the 

congregation.  

 

6.5 Steering Group and PCC  

Like the congregation, the Steering Group is vital to the success of the project. It should be 

given regular, formal and informal opportunities to discuss the progress of the project, 

individual members’ roles and the desirability of making amendments to ambitions for the 

completed project. The Steering Group should report to the PCC and operate with a 

mandate from the PCC that is subject to change should the PCC wish to amend the project 

objectives. 

 

6.6 The hard-to-reach 

Some people, whether they are resident or work in Holy Sepulchre parish, or Northampton 

or further afield, are difficult to reach. This does not mean there is no value in attempting to 

engage them. They may, after all, be potential stakeholders, visitors or even contributors to 

the project. The consultation techniques will present good opportunities for engagement; 

however, it must be recognised that some people are difficult to reach and additional effort 

must be made accordingly. People who are more likely to prove difficult to engage are; 

• Teenagers and younger people 

• Transient populations living in Northampton on short-term leases 

• People who live in Northampton but work away 

• People who work in Northampton but do not live in Holy Sepulchre parish or 

participate in church life 

• People who could have a stake in the project but neither work nor reside in the 

parish 
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7.0 Objectives of the consultation 

The consultation process is one aspect of the Options Appraisal phase of the project. Its 

objectives are as follows; 

 

The PCC wish to commission the development of an Options Appraisal that will involve: 

• Consultation with the church community and local community about how they 

envision the use of the church building and complex. 

• The development of the potential options available for changes to the use and layout 

of the church building and complex, which will allow the PCC to realise its vision. 

• Fully consider the viability of each of these options, including positive and negative 

factors, and suggest which is most appropriate option to pursue. 1 

 

Permissions to make substantial material change to Holy Sepulchre, including the removal 

and/or introduction of furniture, will almost certainly not be granted without presenting 

strong evidence for the need to do so. This must include outlining which current uses will be 

sustained or enhanced and which complementary uses will be enabled by whatever changes 

are proposed.  

This consultation will build upon statutory advice and feedback already received and inform 

the Options Appraisal. It will;    

• Build on the work done and advice received in previous consultations with statutory 

bodies 

• Allow plenty of time for responses  

• Maintain a deliverable schedule  

• Have clear and identifiable impact on the development of the project and the 

realisation of its objectives  

• Have impact beyond the consultation itself, by, for example, helping to foster 

support as well as simply recording support 

• Sustain or grow the confidence of the PCC and Steering Group by providing evidence 

that it is getting it ‘right’, or affording opportunities for the Group to amend plans 

before it is deemed to be getting it ‘wrong’  

• Provide an evidence base that plans to reorder the church and introduce 

complementary activities are widely supported and have a sustainable future 

 

The consultation will be centred on what Holy Sepulchre is and could be used for, and what 

facilities would enhance or enable these uses.  

The consultation will seek to establish; 

 
1 Project Brief 
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• The medium to long-term vision for the church and how the Options Appraisal and 

subsequent phases of the project would help to realise this, informed by but not 

shaping the mission of the church 

• What is preventing people from visiting Holy Sepulchre at present 

• What would encourage people to visit Holy Sepulchre more often and for longer 

• If the local and wider communities would more or less likely to attend existing or 

new activities at Holy Sepulchre if a reordering did or did not take place  

• If new and existing stakeholders would like to use Holy Sepulchre for their activities 

and what adaptations to the building, if any, would be necessary in order to enable 

this 

• The types of activities local and wider community members would like to see take 

place at Holy Sepulchre  

• Possible roles of the adjacent hall—part of the Holy Sepulchre complex—in future 

planning 

 

8.0 Method of Consultation 

8.1 Principles 

The consultation will apply the following principles;2 

• Trustworthiness  

• Good Organisation  

• Listening  

• Accountability 

• Transparency  

• Clarity 

• Creativity  

• Fun (wherever possible!) 

 

8.2 Timeframe 

The consultation will take place from November 2018 to February 2019. 

 

8.3 Responsibility  

The Heritage Consultant will lead on the Optional Appraisal phase consultation, with 

support from the Architect Consultant and Governance Consultant. The Steering Group will 

retain overall responsibility for the consultation. Subsequent consultations which will take 

place as the project progresses will be led by the most appropriate person(s). 

 

 
2 These draw from the principles included in: Ministerial Advisory Group for Architecture and the Built 
Environment, Department of Culture, Arts and Leisure, in association with the Strategic Investment Board, 
Northern Ireland, ‘Creative Consultation Toolkit’ [http://toolkit.creativityni.org/documents/toolkit.pdf]  
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8.4 Methodologies 

Given the timeframe and the limited scope of the Options Appraisal phase of the project, 

the consultation will utilise basic tools and methods. The consultation content and structure 

will be adjusted in accordance with the group of consultees being engaged. There are a 

number of Broad types of public (non-statutory) consultation techniques available, which 

will be adapted for use here.3  

 

8.4.1 Hands Off  

This consultation method involves written and graphic material, questionnaires, etc. It 

invites comments on physical response forms or online questionnaires (Google polls or 

Survey Monkey etc), analyses the replies and prepares a response. It is often supplemented 

by public presentations and meetings to allow for some interaction. They are relatively 

resource-efficient but, unless the topic is particularly controversial, they may not attract 

many participants without some personal contact. ‘Hands Off’ consultations often contain 

closed questions that do not encourage new ideas. 

 

8.4.2 Face to Face  

This consultation method usually includes public meetings, focus groups and workshops. It is 

useful in local surroundings and depends on the insight and experience of local people who 

are willing to participate. Ideal for local consultations, the ‘Face to Face’ method may be 

supplemented by other techniques. It can elicit opinions and many, sometimes new, ideas. 

It may need skilled people to manage it. 

 

8.4.3 Sleeves Up 

This technique is more experiential, where the consulters and the consultees work together. 

It can include people learning about places by going to them, sitting in them, working 

together in them and playing in them. This is the most resource intensive method initially, 

however it can produce completely new experiences for people and bring them from 

scepticism or apathy to continuing participation. It can try out new things quickly, provide 

immediate local benefits and is more likely to be memorable. 

 

8.5 Methods to be deployed in the project  

8.5.1 Statutory bodies and advisers to statutory bodies 

The DAC aspect of this consultation must follow a prescribed process of submission and 

response. The presentation / consultation event will feature public presentations, 

questionnaires and informal discussion. 

 

How will it be done? 

The DAC will be asked to comment on the options appraisal ‘in principle’. Other statutory 

 
3 This section of the strategy draws upon and quotes heavily from the ‘Creative Consultation Toolkit’  
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consultees will not be asked to comment until a preferred option has been identified, at 

which point they will be invited to attend a presentation / consultation event. Subsequently, 

consultation will not take place until a heritage impact assessment written and a faculty 

application prepared OR during the development phase of a project to reorder the church. 

 

Who will do it?   

DAC ‘in principle’ consultation: PCC, with the support of the Steering Group, Heritage and 

Architect Consultants 

Presentation / Consultation event: Heritage Consultant, Architect consultant and 

Governance Consultant  

Subsequent consultations: PCC and TBC  

 

When will it be done?  

DAC meeting: February 2019 

Presentation / Consultation event: March 2019 

Subsequent consultations: following the preparation of a faculty submission OR during the 

development phase of a project to reorder the church. 

 

What tools will be used?  

• DAC ‘in principle’ consultation: Options Appraisal document  

Presentation / Consultation event: Face to Face and Hands Off 

• Subsequent consultations with wider statutory consultees: Full faculty application, 

including heritage impact assessment, CMP, Statement of Significance and 

Statement of Needs, plus other specialist reports as necessary  

 

What will it achieve?  

DAC ‘in principle’ consultation: advice on options and a steer toward the option most likely 

to gain support; opportunity to amend proposals  

Presentation / Consultation event: presentation of options and the work done to get to this 

point; people will be informed about the project and given opportunity to respond 

Subsequent consultations: Advice on the options with either formal support or otherwise  

 

8.5.2 Existing and potential stakeholders 

How will it be done? 

Consultation with stakeholders will, for the most part, take place using ‘Hands Off’ and ‘Face 

to Face’ methods. Consultees will be invited to fill out an online questionnaire (using Google 

polls or Survey Monkey etc) and will be invited to attend a presentation / consultation 

event. 
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Who will do it?   

Heritage Consultant will lead, with support from the Steering Group, Governance Consultant 

and Steering Group.  

  

When will it be done?  

Questionnaire: November 2018 to February 2019 

Presentation / Consultation event: March 2019 

 

What will it achieve?    

It will determine and foster support for the strengthening of existing and the introduction of 

new activities at Holy Sepulchre. It will provide evidence for the need to carry out 

reordering and the extent to which this is desirable and necessary. It may be possible to 

identify people to join the Steering Group. 

 

What tools will be used? 

• Hands Off: Online questionnaire, distributed via email and social media 

• Hands Off: Paper questionnaire  

• Face to Face: Presentation / Consultation event  

 

8.5.3 Local and wider communities    

How will it be done? 

Online surveys, hard-copy questionnaires.  Consultees will be invited to complete an online 

questionnaire, which will be distributed by email and on social media platforms. The hard-

copy, paper questionnaire (an abridged version of the online questionnaire) will be available 

in church. People will then be invited to attend a presentation / consultation event. Steering 

Group members will be encouraged to distribute links to the online questionnaire and hard-

copy questionnaires as widely as possible.  

 

Who will do it?   

Heritage Consultant will lead, with support from the Steering Group and Governance 

Consultant. 

  

When will it be done?  

Questionnaire: November 2018 to February 2019 

Presentation / Consultation event: March 2019 

 

What will it achieve?    

It will determine and foster support for the strengthening of existing and the introduction of 

new activities at Holy Sepulchre and the likelihood of people attending such activities. It will 
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provide evidence for the need to carry out reordering and the extent to which this is 

desirable and necessary. An evidence base for local support and the potential audience for 

the project will be established. Volunteer contributors to the project may be identified. 

 

What tools will be used? 

• Hands Off: Online questionnaire, distributed via email and social media 

• Hands Off: Paper questionnaire  

• Face to Face: Presentation / Consultation event  

 

8.5.4 Congregation  

How will it be done? 

Online surveys, hard-copy questionnaires.  Consultees will be invited to complete an online 

questionnaire. The hard-copy, paper questionnaire (an abridged complement to the online 

questionnaire) will be available in church. People will then be invited to attend a 

presentation / consultation event. Steering Group members will actively discuss the project 

with members of the congregation and encourage them to complete questionnaires.  

 

Who will do it?   

Heritage Consultant will lead, with support from the Steering Group and Governance 

Consultant. 

  

When will it be done?  

Questionnaire: November 2018 to February 2019 

Presentation / Consultation event: March 2019 

 

What will it achieve?    

It will determine and foster support for the strengthening of existing and the introduction of 

new activities at Holy Sepulchre and the likelihood of people attending such activities. It will 

provide evidence for the need to carry out reordering and the extent to which this is 

desirable and necessary. An evidence base for local support and the potential audience for 

the project will be established and people will be reassured that proposals intend to 

enhance rather than detract from Holy Sepulchre’s core business.  

 

What tools will be used? 

• Hands Off: Online questionnaire, distributed via email and social media 

• Hands Off: Paper questionnaire  

• Face to Face: Presentation / Consultation event. Informal discussions  
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8.5.5 Steering Group and PCC 

How will it be done? 

Workshops and discussion using a ‘Sleeves Up’ method. Consultees will also be invited to 

complete a questionnaire. Attendance of the presentation / consultation event will be in 

support of the Heritage, Architect and Governance consultants, and so Steering Group 

members will participate as part of the delivery team, rather than consultees. 

 

Who will do it?   

Heritage Consultant will lead 

  

When will it be done?  

November 2018 

 

What will it achieve?    

It will begin the process of developing and strengthening the medium to long-term vision for 

the church. It will assist the Steering Group to clarify their philosophical and material 

objectives for the Options Appraisal phase of the project. It will give the Steering Group 

confidence in its reporting to the PCC. Steering Group members will also be invited to 

complete an online questionnaire.  

 

What tools will be used? 

• Hands Off: Online questionnaire, distributed via email and social media 

• Sleeves Up  

 

8.5.6 the hard-to-reach 

 

How will it be done? 

Engaging the hard-to-reach should be achieved through targeted consultation. Consultation 

will deploy all the methodologies and techniques outlined above, but seek to take 

consultation opportunities to the hard-to-reach rather than expect or hope they will 

acknowledge the opportunities themselves.  This will be done in conjunction with 

community and stakeholder consultations as people who are hard to reach will likely also 

fall into one or both of these categories.  

Examples of techniques to engage the hard-to-reach include, but are not limited to; 

• Sending questionnaires home with schoolchildren for them and their guardians to 

complete together 

• Posting questionnaires through the letterboxes of people who live in the Holy 

Sepulchre Parish   
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• Emailing institutions, such as universities, and following up with telephone calls if an 

email response isn’t forthcoming  

 

 

Who will do it? 

The Heritage Consultant and Steering Group. The Steering Group’s input will be vital in 

order to reach these audiences.   

 

When will it be done? 

Questionnaires: November 2018 to February 2019  

Presentation / Consultation event: March 2019 

 

What tools will be used?  

• Hands Off: Online and hard-copy questionnaires 

• Face to Face: presentation /consultation event 

 

What will it achieve?  

It will ensure the consultation reaches as many people as possible. It may generate new 

stakeholders, audiences and participants in the work of Holy Sepulchre.  

 

9.0 Assessment and availability  
Where possible and appropriate, data gathered at the completion of each consultation will 

be recorded and written up in the form of a short report. The data will not be exhaustively 

interrogated. This report will be a supplement to the options appraisal, along with this 

strategy, in the form of an appendix.  

 

10.0 Timetable of key consultations and final submission 

Consultation Activity November 
2018 

December 
2018 

January 
2019 

February 
2019 

March 
2019 

April / May 
2019 

Steering Group 
Workshop 

      

Online and paper-
copy consultation 
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DAC ‘in principle’ 
consultation on draft 
Options Appraisal 

      

Presentation / 
Consultation event 

      

Submission of Final 
Options Appraisal 
and Heritage Impact 
Assessment, with 
consultation report 

      

 

12.0 List of consultees  
This list is neither prescriptive nor exhaustive; 

• Congregation (paper copy, with an invitation to complete the online survey) 

 

• Visitors to the church (paper copy, with an invitation to complete the online survey) 

 

• Family and friends (personal email circulation) 

 

• Diocese of Peterborough DAC (submission of options appraisal for comment ‘in principle’) 

 

• Amenity societies (Public consultation meeting only) 

 

• Holy Sepulchre Restoration Trust 

 

• Military organisations 

 

• Members of the Northamptonshire Heritage Forum (contact should be made through the 

forum) 

o Abington Park Museum 

o Althorp House  

o Boughton House 

o Burton Latimer Heritage Museum 

o Canons Ashby 

o Corby Heritage Centre  

o Daventry Museum 

o Deene Park 

o Delapre Abbey  

o Desborough Heritage Centre 

o Earls Barton - Jeyes on the Square  

o Earls Barton Museum 

o Finedon Local History Society 

o Harrington Aviation Museum  

o Holdenby House  

o Holy Sepulchre (Northampton)Restoration Trust Ltd  
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o Irchester Narrow Gauge Railway Museum  

o Kelmarsh Hall  

o Kettring Civic Society  

o Kettering Museum & Art Gallery  

o Kings Cliffe Heritage  

o Lamport Hall & Gardens  

o Long Buckby Local History Society Museum  

o Lyveden New Bield  

o The Naseby Battlefield Project-->  

o Northampton & Lamport Railway 

o The National Leather Collection 

o Historical Archives, Northampton General Hospital  

o Northampton Museum and Art Gallery 

o Northamptonshire Archives & Heritage Service 

o Blisworth Heritage Society  

o Brackley & District History Society  

o Braunston History Society 

o Brigstock Historical Society  

o Bugbrooke History Group  

o CLASP - Community Lanscape Archaeology Survey Project  

o Daventry District Council  

o Duston Local History Society  

o Northamptonshire Family History Society  

o Northamptonshire Film Archive Trust  

o Northamptonshire Gardens Trust  

o NIAG - Northamptonshire Industrial Archaeology Group  

o Northamptonshire Archaeological Society  

o Northamptonshire Battlefield Society  

o Nenescape Landscape Partnership Scheme  

o Northamptonshire Transport Heritage  

o Northamptonshire Record Society  

o Oundle Historical Society  

o Ringstead Heritage Group  

o Roade Local History Society  

o Rushden & District History Society  

o South Northamptonshire Council  

o Spratton Local History Society  

o Sulgrave History Society  

o Syresham & District History Society  

o Thrapston District Historical Society 

o Whilton Local History Society  

o Ted Barnes  

o Derek Blunt  

o David Brown  

o John Buckell  

o Douglas Goddard  

o Martin Sirot-Smith 

o Michael Brown - The Historic Gardner 
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o Jon-Paul Carr 

 

• University of Northampton  

 

 

• Schools in Northampton  

 

• Northamptonshire County Council 

 

 

• Northampton Borough Council 

 

 

• Northampton Town Centre BID 

 

 

• Church hall users 

o Ian Walters- Ki Akido  club 

o Garfield Liburd  - Over 50’s keep fit   

o Sheila Bond - Over 60’s club 

o Mary Davies - Yoga club    

o Philly McKenna - Good companions club    

o Lynne Chapman -  Belly dance club 

o Pastor Cornelius - Apostolic life church  

o Lillian Thorn  -  Vinnies  dance school   

o Jean Earl - Tea Dance group   

o Kendrick Jonas -  Youth meetings  

o Amanda Seka – local fundraiser   

o Marta Derkiewicz  -- Art club   

 

• Theatre groups 

o Cyphers Theatre Company  

o Royal and Derngate  

o The Deco 

 

• Northampton Museum and Art Gallery 

 

• Local churches of various denominations  
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1.0 Introduction  
This consultation took place on 1 November, between 10am and 1pm in St Lawrence church 

hall, opposite Holy Sepulchre. It was led by the Heritage Consultant and attended by six 

members of the Steering Group, plus the Architect Consultant and Governance Consultant, 

who participated in discussions.   

The purpose of the consultation was for the Consultant team to learn more about how the 

Steering Group had reached the position of commissioning an Options Appraisal, Heritage 

Statement and Governance Review; learn more about the Steering Group and PCC’s 

medium to long-term ambition for the Holy Sepulchre complex; and identify what 

infrastructure and complementary uses should be introduced into the church building in 

order to begin developing and delivering these plans.  

 

 

2.0 Method  
The consultation was discussion and exercised-based, with all participants, who sat at tables 

in groups of two or three, given the opportunity to contribute. Notes were taken by the 

Heritage and Architect Consultants throughout.  

Following an icebreaker and initial discussion, the format followed a consistent pattern of 

15 minutes of table discussion followed by 15 minutes of group discussion. Tables were 

visited by the Heritage Consultant and Architect Consultant during their discussions, and 

subsequent group discussions were led by the Heritage Consultant.  

A working vision for Holy Sepulchre, based on the work of participants, can be found at the 

end of this report.  

The formal consultation lasted three hours. The Architect and Heritage consultants then 

made a three-hour visit to Holy Sepulchre church building to discuss re-ordering options. 

The consultants then re-convened with the Steering Group and Governance consultant for a 

meal and appraisal of the day. 

 

3.0 Steering Group Consultation Exercises 

3.1 Welcome and Introductions  
Duration: 5mins 

The Heritage Consultant explained the purpose and structure of the consultation—a 

programme had been circulated several days prior to the consultation.  
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3.2 Ice-breaker Exercise 

Led by: Heritage Consultant, with support from the Architect Consultant  

Table discussions: 5mins 

In their groups of two and three, participants were asked to think of Holy Sepulchre as a 

person. They were asked to consider what this person’s principal characteristics might be. 

E.g. warm, stubborn, caring. 

Group feedback: 5mins 

 

 

 

3.3 Exercise 1: The journey so far 

Led by: Heritage Consultant  

Group discussions: 20mins 

A brief group discussion about the current mood within the church community and its 

supporters; the work that had been done so far; and the feedback received. This was also an 

opportunity for participants to talk about opportunities, frustrations and challenges.  

• The space itself is fantastic and the round represents, symbolically, what the church 
could be.  
 

 

Bored  Paralysed    

    Disappointed   Contradictory 

 Demanding   Seeking Company 

    Beautiful 

          Holy Sepulchre 

  Imposing   Impressive   

     Inspiring   Closed 

 Diverse    Beautiful lady in a shabby coat  

Isolated but wants to be included 
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• There is an opportunity to create new connections between people and the church 
building. 
 

• New styles of worship are being introduced.  
 

• An Evangelical denomination uses the church hall for a considerable length of time 
on Sundays. 
 

• The Orthodox church did use the Holy Sepulchre, but not anymore. 
 

• There is a perception that the church ‘should or wants to close’ (anecdotal hangover 
from 30yrs ago?). 

 

• This project is becoming about adaptation for survival but there is a lack of clarity 
about what the ultimate objective might be. 
 

• Woodworm facilitated the wholesale removal of pews from the outer north aisle.  
 

• A temporary sink has been installed within the north aisle (2-3yrs ago), which has 
been useful in being able to offer coffee and encourage people to stay and chat. 
 

• Other denominations have been using the hall, which has been a good income 
generator.  However, there have been tensions between the times of use (with likes 
of noise, electronic music, incense etc.). 
 

• Parking has been an issue, but that a managed solution has been found (working 
with other users). 
 

• Difficulty of using WC facilities in the Hall when it is in use by other groups. 
 

• Amenity Societies’ response to previous proposals: 
▪ Broad feelings of rejection, having had many of the original suggestions for 

changes. turned down by the Amenity Societies.  A sense that “we are doing it 
for nothing”. 

▪ What’s the aim/point of seeking change (if we always get rejected)? 
▪ Holy Sepulchre wants to be an ‘inclusive church’, and open up with better access, 

WCs, etc., but these groups appear resistant to change. 
 

 

3.4 Exercise 2: Thinking about a renewed vision for the church  

Led by: Heritage Consultant, with support from the Architect Consultant  

Table discussion: 15mins 

Each table of participants was asked to discuss their medium-long term vision for Holy 

Sepulchre. They were asked to consider how will it serve the local and wider communities; 
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how will its community serve it; and what, if any, the role of the church hall might be. 

Participants were asked to confine their discussion to culture, philosophy and mission of the 

church (in the broadest sense), leaving aside material change to the church (lavatories, 

serveries etc.). 

Feedback with group discussion: 15mins 

• The church must embrace renewal in what it is, what it does and how it does it—a 
fresh start. 

 

• Any animosity must cease and factions coalesce into a large, positive community.  
 

• The church must break down metaphorical and physical barriers  
 

• The church must develop its identity as a destination, especially as only a few 
members of the congregation live in the parish. 
 

• The PCC is working on updating its mission statement and its Group of churches has 
a shared constitution and choir. The Group’s clergy meet regularly.  

 

• There is a lack of identity (within the context of Holy Sepulchre’s being one of four 
churches in the Group). 

 

• Require a new clarity of communication (other than the excellent Group Magazine) 
 

• There must be a recognition that the church lies within a very impoverished area of 
the town, with a diverse and disparate community. 
 

• There is the potential to develop closer working links with the nearby Salvation Army 
and Street Church, as well as the other town churches and, perhaps, Roman Catholic 
cathedral. 

 

• The PCC met in October 2018 to think about and discuss what kind of church they 
wanted to be; 

o Want to be a ‘living church’ (disciples, loving family, safe place) 
o Want to be more open – to look welcoming, community focussed, mission 

minded; and requires a collective change in mindset 
o Often a feeling of “oh, that sounds like a lot of work” 
o Build upon successful (albeit limited programmes) for marriages, celebration, 

etc. 
o No relationship with the Hall users (dance, aikido, meditation etc.) and happy 

to keep functions and uses separate. 
o Improve regularity and type of events to broaden engagement (some church 

goers are not comfortable using the Hall facilities because of the other 
denominations / user groups) 

o The church building is “not easy to use” 
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o Would like to have a ‘welcome team’ (i.e. what happens when you come 
through the door?  What is the experience, and how can they encourage 
people to stay?) – Greet / Seat / Eat 

o A desire to work towards independence (from the Hall) with the church’s 
own WC & servery, better access (including technological solutions for, say, 
hard of hearing) 

 
 

 

3.5 Exercise 3: Developing a vision 

Led by: Heritage Consultant, with support from the Architect Consultant  

Table discussion: 15mins 

Each table of participants was asked to discuss what change is necessary for their vision to 

become a reality. They were asked to consider what complementary uses, facilities and 

adaptations to the church building would be necessary to enable the development and 

delivery of the vision; what additional skills would be needed to deliver the vision; and what, 

if any, the role of the church hall might be. 

Feedback with group discussion: 15mins 

 

• A sense that the changes are required to facilitate ‘the vision’ (i.e. provide new 
facilities and better access will enable the community engagement and support 
events, etc.) 

 

• A need to develop skills, spaces and complementary uses. 
 

• Consult with the Restoration Trust for their views on the options, but also in support 
of wider activities and/or archival materials. 

 

• Draw on Royal & Military heritage (for events and historic importance). 
 

• Build on arts and heritage programmes (theatres, productions, church music festival 
etc.). 

 

• Liaise with the University – opportunities for tutorial spaces, graduation ceremonies? 

• The external environment around the church is a deterrent to use: wet and dark, and 
queues, make using WCs a real risk and undesirable, especially for children and those 
with mobility issues and/or sight impairment. At least one person has recently fallen 
over whilst moving between the church and hall. Additionally, church visitors 
needing to use the WCs (& Hall facilities) has a detrimental impact on the Hall user 
groups (e.g. day nursery, belly dancing, and other commercial enterprises). 
 

• Generally having to move around and between the church and hall complex, 
negotiating its different levels, simply in order to attend a service or event is 
problematic for everyone. 
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• The church/PCC struggles for volunteers (so engagement and hosting events, and 
being more open, are all challenging).  The Steering Group is lacking the skills to take 
the project forward, and there is a leadership deficit.  “A general lack of talent” and 
limited attendance. 
 

• A full-time priest could help facilitate wider engagement.  
 

• Infrastructure is required to enable engagement and increase dwell time: 
o Access – ramps/lifts to overcome challenges of the various levels (from street 

to building, and within the various parts of the building) 
o Better acoustics and sound system 
o Finance – including a salary for a full-time priest, help to reduce energy bills 

and running costs etc. 
o WC (at least one) 
o Heating system – (constant running at high cost (£1000 per month), despite 

recently being upgraded with wet system and radiators at a cost of £65,000) 
– could benefit from curtains to help retain the heat (in part of the building in 
use) 

o The organ – this is of national significance and could be a vehicle for funding 
 

• Improved communication and outward-facing identity – brown signs? 

 

 

3.6 Exercise 4: Consolidating the vision  
Led by: Heritage Consultant, with support from the Architect Consultant  

Table discussion: 15mins 

Each table of participants was asked to write a vision for Holy Sepulchre (just a paragraph or 

two), include something about the culture, philosophy or mission that will drive it, the 

activities it will offer, and the facilities and/or adaptations that will be necessary to deliver 

it.  

Feedback and group discussion: 15mins 

 

Group discussion focused on five principal areas: 

1. People: Skills, volunteers, new audiences 

2. Access: Levels, lighting, wayfinding 

3. Services: Heating, lighting, acoustics 

4. Facilities: WCs, kitchenette/servery, organ 

5. Uses: Worship, events (Arts & Heritage) 
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What the future could look like: – 
▪ Fully inclusive (e.g. gender, language, etc.) 
▪ Facilities (WCs, kitchenette) 
▪ A variety of services 
▪ Growth (of the congregation, engagement etc.) 
▪ Improved finances (“always in debt”), and would welcome prudence (rather than 

unnecessary expenditure) 
 

3.6.1 Table 1: draft vision 

We believe we need to advertise the space within the summer months, make it open and 

develop activities at a small cost. Table sales, medieval events, wedding seminars. We must 

attract new faces. 

 

3.6.2 Table 2: draft vision:  

To enable Holy Sepulchre to engage with the community through events and to be a 

recognisably inclusive church it requires changes to be made regarding accessibility and 

facilities. 

Currently, access to the Round is via a steep ramp and there is no step-free access from the 

Round to the top church without leaving the building and entering through another door. 

Access to toilet facilities requires leaving the church via the steep ramp, travelling up a path 

on an incline, up another ramp, or a series of steps, and over slippery stone paving to reach 

the halls. 

The current set-up prevents the church community from hosting regular events and makes 

it difficult to engage with particular people and groups, e.g. schools, the elderly, those with 

mobility issues. 

 

3.6.3 Table 3: draft vision:  

The core of the church’s mission is gender inclusivity (which has brought people into the 

church recently) and also welcoming people from other nationalities—people who may feel 

less comfortable in their environment. The church wants to engage proactively with the 

wider community, particularly these two groups. It also wants to provide more of a home 

for music, drama and the arts. 

In practical terms, to make this happen, we need to make the church more generally 

hospitable through toilets, and wheelchair accessibility throughout. We also need to think 

about how to make the entrance more welcoming and make it clearer to see when the 

church is open. Also, communication and publicity need to be much better—getting the 

website up and running, more involved in social media, and getting the mission, and 

opportunities for arts and heritage better known.  
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In worshipping, the focus would be language and providing a real welcome for all genders. 

The organ would also be a useful focus for music in the future, once it’s fully restored. (NB, 

where would be a good place to locate it?) 

 

3.7 Exercise 5: Gathering evidence for need 

Duration: 15mins 

Led by: Heritage Consultant  

The Heritage Consultant talked participants through the new Consultation Strategy. 

Feedback and group discussion: 15mins 

Following the explanation of the strategy, it was agreed that members of the Steering Group 

should read through the Consultation Strategy at their leisure and feedback within seven 

days.  

 

 

4.0 Architect and Heritage Consultant Church Visit 

The Architect and Heritage consultants visited the church to discuss potential re-ordering 

opportunities, taking into account feedback from the morning’s consultation, as well as 

criticism and advice received on previous proposals, including from Historic England, SPAB, 

the Church Buildings Council and The Victorian Society.  

 

 

5.0 Consultation Consolidation Session 

Consultation participants and consultants met for a meal and to discuss the day’s work. This 

was an opportunity for people to elaborate on points made earlier in the day, or to expand 

the range of subjects covered. All participants found it to be a useful and pleasurable 

exercise; and it was also felt that the Steering Group and consultants’ working relationship 

was strengthened as a result. 

 
 

6.0 Summary 

There is a strong and decisive appetite for ensuring the long-term sustainability of Holy 

Sepulchre. The Steering Group has a mandate from the PCC to deliver change. This change 

includes adding to the skills of the people working on behalf of the church; developing the 

activities already offered at the church; introducing new uses (particularly arts and heritage 

activities); and making adaptations to the building.  
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There is a sense that this project feels like a final push to secure the future of the building. 

The Steering Group and PCC are developing a vision for the church and how it should serve 

its community, as well as the wider community, and see ‘Unlocking Potential’ as part of a 

medium to long-term narrative that will deliver positive change. There is, in fact, a great 

deal of optimism that the ‘Unlocking Potential’ project could be the first step to realising a 

vision of an open, inclusive church, complete with the facilities required to be hospitable 

and increase attendances at services, activities and events. There is a great deal of clarity 

about what facilities are required, which has come about through gathering anecdotal 

evidence from church users. 

Written evidence suggests that previous attempts to reorder the church have been 

frustrated by inadequate planning and unsuitable proposals on the part of the PCC and a 

lack of sympathetic support and constructive feedback from Amenity Societies and other 

consultee organisations. The Steering Group is determined to put negative experiences and 

attitudes behind it and pursue its goals in a thoughtful, sensitive and proper way, 

recognising the heritage significance of the church building and its contents, including the 

church organ, in order to achieve its objective. 

There is a strong feeling that the role of the church hall is to complement the work of the 

church, but as a self-contained unit. The current requirement that church users must visit 

the church hall to use lavatory facilities is detrimental to the work of both sites as it disrupts 

activities, deters people from attending at all, and is potentially dangerous for those with 

mobility and sight impairments, particularly in the winter months. Anecdotal evidence 

suggests hall users are as dissatisfied with this arrangement as church users. Not to offer 

hospitality in Holy Sepulchre itself is considered to be contrary to the church’s objective to 

be welcoming, inclusive and engaging.    

 

7.0 Working Vision for Holy Sepulchre 

Holy Sepulchre’s is an inclusive, safe church that welcomes people of all backgrounds, 

nationalities and genders, whilst being sensitive to differing points of view and exercising a 

duty of care to our entire church community. We offer a spiritual home to a diverse 

community and place this at the heart of our mission. We will strive to develop Holy 

Sepulchre as an engaging church, responding to the needs of local people and visitors to 

Northampton. Our mission will have clarity, which we will communicate through the church 

building and our work in it. We will use the church building, its history and its heritage to tell 

our story and that of Christian witness in the town. 

We recognise the significance of our church building and its history and wish to make this as 

accessible as possible, to as many people as possible, without religious obligation. We will 

continue to work in partnership with the Holy Sepulchre Restoration Trust to ensure the 

church building is maintained in a state of good repair. This will help us to deliver our 

mission objective of good stewardship.  
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We feel we have much to contribute to the arts and heritage sectors in Northampton, and 

are confident that Holy Sepulchre could become a vibrant centre for theatre and music in 

the town. We are also proud of our military and school connections and see this as a vital 

point of connection with the wider community.  This will help us to deliver our mission 

objective of ongoing engagement with local and wider communities.  

In order for Holy Sepulchre to fulfil its potential of serving the local and wider communities 

as fully and as inclusively as possible, we need to make changes to the church building and 

the way we use it. Physical access to the various levels of the building must be improved 

throughout, including enabling people to cross the threshold more easily. Additionally, 

gender-neutral lavatory facilities must be installed, and insulation improved to make our 

heating system more efficient and effective. This will help us to deliver our mission objective 

of offering hospitality to all who visit us.  

We must expand our engagement work, making connections with local arts, heritage, 

education and public service organisations, and introducing complementary uses into the 

church building. Initially, these should focus on regular arts and heritage activities and 

events, which will make the most of the assets we have, such as the church building and our 

nationally-significant church organ. We should, though, be constantly striving to engage 

diverse sections of the community by regularly researching the viability of introducing new 

complementary uses. This will help us to deliver our mission objective of engaging and 

serving the whole of the local community. 

We must also ensure the wider and local communities know what Holy Sepulchre is, where 

it is and what it does. We must develop our online presence, intellectual access to the 

history and heritage of the church, and the regularity with which we open the church 

building, ensuring this is properly advertised. This will help us to deliver our mission 

objective of having great clarity in our communication.  

The church hall complex will continue to complement our work in Holy Sepulchre, providing 

a space for a diverse range of groups, including those of a different Christian denomination, 

who use the hall for worship. The success of the work of Holy Sepulchre cannot, however, 

continue to rely upon the availability of the facilities at the church hall as this is not only an 

unsustainable model, but one which works against the interests of the church, the hall and 

all those who use them.  
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1.0 Purpose and background  
The online survey was conceived as an expanded complement to the online survey. Its 

questions attempt to capture data relating to how and why the church is visited currently 

and what adaptations and/or activities may increase the frequency and/or overall volume of 

visits in the future. It also considers the current and potential future use of Holy Sepulchre 

Church Hall. And it specifically asks organisations if they already or would use the church 

and/or church hall for their current and future activities.  

Links to the online survey were made available on Holy Sepulchre’s Facebook and other 

social media platforms. A link was also provided on copies of the paper survey. Current 

users of the church and church hall, as well as other stakeholders and potential 

stakeholders, were invited to fill out the online survey via email. The Project Steering Group 

made a determined effort to reach as many people as possible with the online survey. 

The online survey’s questions necessarily differ in wording and number from those in the 

online survey. Therefore, results of the paper and online surveys should be considered as 

complementary, rather than conflated.  

 

2.0 Headline results 

• 97% of respondents had heard of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre prior to 

completing the survey 

 

• Only 8.3% of respondents were aged 64+ 

 

• The majority of respondents were resident in or around central Northampton, but 

there was some geographic spread, with one respondent living as far away as 

Australia  

 

• The majority of respondents rarely, if ever, visit Holy Sepulchre or Holy Sepulchre 

Church Hall 

 

• Additional or more regular arts and heritage activities are most likely to encourage 

people to visit Holy Sepulchre more often  

 

• Additional or more regular activities at Holy Sepulchre Church Hall are as unlikely as 

they are likely to encourage people to visit more often; although, there seems to be 

an appetite for talks to be held in the hall 

 

• Seven of 11 organisations would consider holding their activities in Holy Sepulchre, 

Holy Sepulchre Church Hall, or both 
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• The installation lavatories, a servery and improved heating will have a positive 

impact upon respondents’ likelihood to visit the church   

 

• 50% of respondents would like refreshments to be made available in Holy Sepulchre 

  

3.0 Details and demographics 

Total number of responses from individuals: 25 

Total number of respondents from organisations: 11 

Survey conducted: November 2018 – February 2019 

Survey distributed: online; 

- Through social media  

- Via email.  

- Links provided on the paper survey  

- Link provided in the St Crispin Group magazine 
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Distribution of respondents by postcode 

Postcode Number  Postcode Number Postcode Number Postcode Number 

2774 (Blue 
Mountains, 
Australia) 

1 NG13 
8JB 

1 NN1 1DE 1 NN1 2QL 1 

NN1 3BP 2 NN1 3QF 1 NN11 
2UH 

1 NN2 6RD 1 

NN2 6AF 1 NN2 6JF 1 NN2 6JA 1 NN3 2RA 1 

NN3 9ED 1 NN3 3AN 1 NN4 6BY 2 NN4 
8QG 

1 
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NN4 9YS 1 NN5 5LT 1 NN5 
7HQ 

1 NN6 7PT 1 

NN6 7QJ 1 NN6 2BP 1 NN7 4LE 1 NN1 5LS 1 

NN4 6BN 1 NN4 7EQ 1 NN5 6UL 1 NN5 7DY 1 

NN4 0UA 1       

        

        

        

        

        

 

 

Distribution of respondents by postcode (maps) 
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4.0 Results 
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2. What is the name of your organisation?11 responses 

Bellydance classes 

Art Classes 

Northampton Ki Aikido Club 

Northampton Museums & Art Gallery 

university of northampton 

Vinnies Dance & Theatre School 

The Reverend 

Kingsthorpe Team Ministry 

Joe Player Architects 

Cyphers Theatre Company 

NN Contemporary Art 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Art Teacher Chair of 

Trustees 

Co-Artistic 

Director 
Cultural 

Services 

Manager  

Director Director of 

Student and 

Academic 

Services 

Rural Dean Teacher Team Rector 
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 5. Please tell us more about the work of your organisation: 9 responses 

I teach people to bellydance and help them to feel better about themselves. 

Teaching children art. 

Teaching Aikido, Relaxation, Calmness and Self-confidence 

Museum service running two sites, Northampton Museum & Art Gallery and Abington Park Museum. 

Northampton Museum & Art Gallery (NMAG) hosts one of the world's largest collections of shoes and related 

material, significant fine and decorative art, and unique archaeology, social history, local and military history 

collections that tell the story of Northampton. The shoe collection is recognised by the Arts Council as a 

Designated collection, meaning it is of national and international significance. 

higher education 

Teaching children dance and performance skills, building their confidence and providing opportunities for formal 

examinations as well as live performance experience. 

Architecture & Building Conservation 

Touring theatre company 

NN is an Arts Council NPO providing visual contemporary art in Northampton, education, and project space 

support to local, national and international artists. 

Owner and 

Principal 
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Please tell us more about why you visit Holy Sepulchre: 25 responses 

Religious reasons 

Went to a friend’s baptism and to see a play once (Land girls) 

We visited the Church in January 2018 because of the links to Caroline Chisholm 

For regular worship as my local parish church. 

Worship 

I travel to northampton as it is gay inclusive church where I am totally accepted 

We are making exhibitions. 

Deanery Synod about 10 years ago 

Running leadership training sessions 

To encourage worship in a historic church and to support the congregation and clergy 

Diocesan services 

Raise worship 

Prayer walks with Rachel Cooley 

A meeting 

To see a play 

Chapter meetings 
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Heritage weekend 

Interest in revitalising historic buildings 

Meetings or other activities in church 

We have performed our touring theatre productions in the space the last few years. 

It's one of the Churches I go to on Sundays 

Its on my list of places to visit; I know of its history and its potential via online research. I know the 

Temple Church London extremely well as such a building in Northampton is a real gem. From images 

I have seen it looks to be a very special space. I must visit in person. 

I have done a few productions here with the Royal and Derngate Theatre and Northampton University 

and I occasionally come to learn about the church and its history. 

I want to volunteer 

To help at the consultation day 
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Please tell us more about why you currently visit Holy Sepulchre 

Church Hall:19 responses 

Refreshments after services 

Friends baptism and to see a play once 

I've never been to the hall. 

Worship 

I hire the main hall to teach classes. 

We are making exhibitions. 

I hold classes two evenings a week 

Never been to it 

Running leadership training sessions 

My business runs dance and drama classes for children in the halls on Saturday's. 

Work related meetings 

Deanery meetings 

 

Chapter meeting 

Meetings 

For project meetings with the PCC 

Meetings in the St Lawrence rooms 

Social gatherings associated with the church 

I haven't visited and I must. 

We used the facilities there as part of our productions. 
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Please tell us more about what activities you would like Holy 

Sepulchre to offer in the future: 15 responses 

I really only attend for religious reasons or concerts 

If there were academic lectures being offered on interesting topics then I would be interested 

I think that you could make more of your links to Caroline Chisholm for visitors from Australia. We 

would have liked to have found her parents grave and the grave of her first born child. 

Charity events (I know Northampton first responders are after a free base of operations- I’m not a 

member) 

Bible study groups. Culture groups 

Secular community events and civic events 

Training sessions for the community 

Regular opening for prayer, support for local people (lonely, homeless etc), social opportunity and 

tourism. A cafe perhaps 

Bible conferences, diocesan events, etc 

Heritage tours and explanations of history. Exhibitions 

Arts & heritage events 

Understanding how the heritage of the church in England, through this building in particular, has 

affected wider society and the way it has developed, here and abroad 

Not sure 

It has amazing potential to work collaboratively with NN to host offsite shows. 

Music, dance, concerts, film 
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Please tell us more about what activities you would like Holy 

Sepulchre Church Hall to offer in the future: 9 responses 

Hasn’t this already been asked? 

Same as above 

Groups for seniors 

Secular community and civic events 

Training sessions for the community 

Support facilities (e.g. parent groups, creche) 

Centre for local interest groups, such as the Northampton Castle Society 

Not sure 

Working collaboratively with NN to produce offsite shows. 

 

 

10. If you are completing this questionnaire on behalf of an 

organisation, would you currently consider delivering some of your 

activities at Holy Sepulchre or Holy Sepulchre Church Hall? You 

may tick more than one. If you are not completing the questionnaire 

on behalf of an organisation, please go to question 11. 

 

 

 

If you answered 'neither', please tell us why not: 4 responses 

We have church rooms as well 

I’m not involved with a group but I know they are after a base 
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We have our own venue and focus delivery of our activities in these buildings. We would consider 

potential partnership working, as with other organisations, on projects to be delivered jointly across 

venues. 

Because I will use my own churches and halls in my own parish 

 

 

 

If you answered ‘Holy Sepulchre’, please tell us which activities:  

6 responses 

Lifesaving 

Exhibitions. 

this would require further discussion and a visit 

Talk/conference on building conservation and working with churches 

Theatre productions 

Monthly member meetings/Business Forums/Business Support seminars 

 

 

 

If you answered ‘Church Hall’, please tell us which activities: 

5 responses 

See above 

Dance classes 

Ki Aikido 

Dance and Drama classes 

Monthly member meetings/Business Forums/Business Support seminar 
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Please tell us more about what would make you more likely to visit 

Holy Sepulchre:13 responses 

Na 

Only if something was going on there that I was interested in. 

Better parking. Oh no the council has just made that even harder. 

Just because something had to be ticked 

Interesting events that I would like to attend 

It being open! 

More events in sympathy with my reformed evangelical convictions. 

Suitable theatre, concerts or exhibition s that are well advertised. Also worship such as Raise that 

makes good use of the space 

More regular events programme (for arts & heritage, beyond worship) 

Being able to take visitors and interpret the building and its historic importance to them more easily 

Social activities, plays and concerts 

For art exhibitions gallery standard lighting would be required. 

Historical information and more work with local young people in the arts. 

 

 

 

5.0 Results Summary 
The age demographic of respondents was relatively young, with the vast majority aged 

under 64 years. 11 of the 36 respondents represented organisations, with over 50% 

representing the education and arts sectors. Many showed an interest in using either Holy 

Sepulchre or Holy Sepulchre church hall for their activities.  
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The majority of respondents rarely, if ever, visit Holy Sepulchre, but could be encouraged to 

do so if more arts and heritage activities were to be delivered, along with refreshments. The 

installation of lavatories and an improved heating system would also likely encourage more 

frequent visits. 

Some respondents deliver activities at Holy Sepulchre church hall, but the majority of 

respondents do not visit the hall.  

 

All individual responses can be accessed here (password protected): 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1yZLd5FFvQhv6aqbkJvr7bUQHoddOWSNU_RBwkJK6A2o/

edit  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1yZLd5FFvQhv6aqbkJvr7bUQHoddOWSNU_RBwkJK6A2o/edit
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1yZLd5FFvQhv6aqbkJvr7bUQHoddOWSNU_RBwkJK6A2o/edit
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Unlocking Potential at Holy Sepulchre  
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1.0 Purpose and background  
The paper survey was conceived as a shorter complement to the online survey. Its questions 

attempt to capture data relating to how and why the church is visited currently and what 

adaptations and/or activities may increase the frequency and/or overall volume of visits in 

the future.  

The paper survey was made available in the church and consequently reached visitors and 

members of the congregation. It was also targeted at the wider church community through 

the St Crispin’s magazine Christmas edition. The Project Steering Group made a determined 

effort to reach as many people as possible with the paper survey. 

The paper survey’s questions necessarily differ in wording and number from those in the 

online survey. Therefore, results of the paper and online surveys should be considered as 

complementary, rather than conflated.  

 

2.0 Headline results 

• 64% of respondents were over 65 years of age 

 

• The majority of respondents were resident in Northampton 

 

• 31/70 respondents currently attend arts activities at the church 

 

• 10 out of 70 who attend regular worship 

 

• Concerts, theatre and arts exhibitions were the three most frequently selected 

activities respondents would like to see introduced or increased at the church 

 

• ‘Lavatories’ was selected 65/70 times when respondents were asked which 

installations/facilities would make them more likely to visit the church in the future, 

making it the most frequently selected option   

 

• 30/70 people selected ‘Refreshments’ when asked what else would encourage the to 

visit Holy Sepulchre in the future, making it the most frequently selected option.  

 

3.0 Details and deomographics 

Total number of responses: 70 

Survey conducted: November 2018 – February 2019 

Survey distributed at: 

- Church event in November 2018 

- Made available in church for visitors 
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- Distributed in the St Crispin Group magazine (circulation 150, which includes all four   

churches in the Group) 

- Distributed at the church carol concert, Christmas 2018 

 

 

Distribution of respondents by postcode 

Postcode Number  Postcode Number Postcode Number Postcode Number 

NN1 2 NN1 4RA 1 NN5 5DT 1 NN3 9TT 1 

NN5 5EL 1 NN2 8EU 1 NN2 8SU 1 NN8 1SO 1 

NN6 9BT 1 NN6 9EE 1 NN2 6BP 1 NN2 1 

NN2 7SE 1 LE16 
8QW 

2 NN2 
6AW 

1 NN3 8LR 1 

NN1 3DS 1 NN2 8PS 1 NNS 6HZ 1 NN1 5JY 2 

NN1 5HP 1 NN12 
2RG 

1 NN1 5SD 1 NN4 1HH 1 

NN7 1 NN1 
5AW 

1 NN1 
2TW 

1 NN5 6UX 1 

NN7 2BW 1 NN11 
4FE 

1 NN3 3AL 1 NN1 5SJ 1 

NN2 8BJ 1 NN3 9TQ 1 NN3 3DY 1 NN2 8HP 1 

NN4 0XF 1 NN1 5LU 1 NN11 
4NZ 

1 NN4 1 

NN3 3JZ 1 NN5 4AF 1 NN2 6BG 1 NN5 6HJ 1 

NN3 3JL 1 NN5 6AS 1 NN1 4JH 1 NN2 6QS 1 

NN3 2LE 1       

0%5%
11%

20%

64%

Age of respondents

Under 18

19 - 24

25 - 34

45 - 64

65+
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Distribution of respondents by postcode (map) 

 

 

4.0 Results 

Question 1. What of the following do you currently attend at the Church of the Holy 

Sepulchre? (Please tick as many as you wish). 

- Regular worship           - School visits 

 

- Weddings, baptisms, funerals           - Festival worship (Christmas, Easter)   

 

- To experience or learn about heritage                 - Social activities (coffee mornings etc)  

 

- Arts activities (concerts, theatre, exhibitions)     - Other (please specify): 
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Results 

 

 

‘Other’ reasons for visiting Holy Sepulchre: 

 

 

 

Additional comments 

‘Carols on Christmas Eve. A friend’s wedding blessing (same gender)’ 
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Question 2: Are there any activities you would like to see introduced or happen more 

regularly at Holy Sepulchre?  (Please tick as many as you wish) 

- Concerts          - Theatre           - Art exhibitions          - Art and craft workshops          - Talks           

- Tours                - Health and wellbeing activities         - Other (please specify): 

 

Results 

 

‘Other’ suggestions  
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Additional comments: 

‘The Royal and Derngate brought a production of ‘King John’ here in 2015. Similar 

productions should be encouraged.’ 

‘Would be great for young people community events to see and learn about the church 

[illegible] experiencing other events / activities.’  

‘I love the Masque productions here’ 

‘The Hope Centre Christmas Fayre was a lovely way to be in the church and enjoy it.’ 

 ‘I may well travel there for [Theatre, Art exhibitions and health and wellbeing events’ 

‘More versatile use of existing space’ 

‘Easier access for tourists’ 

‘The space is beautiful and lends itself to visual art etc’ 

 

Question 3: Which of the following would make you more likely to visit Holy Sepulchre, 

should they be installed in the future? (Please tick as many as you wish) 

- Improved access to the church building  

- Improved access to the different levels inside the church building 

- Servery facilities (worktops from which food and drinks can be served) 

- Efficiency improvements to the new heating system 

- Improved lighting        - Lavatories        - Baby changing facilities       - Other (Please specify):  

 

Results 
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‘Other’ suggestions  

 

 

Additional comments 

‘Always seems closed when I come to look around’ 

‘Wheelchair access is very steep’ 

‘Wheelchair ramp very steep for walking’  

‘With a young baby it is not convenient to have to go outside every time we need to use the 

toilet or change the baby’ 

‘It’s too cold’ 

‘Essential these days’ 

‘Parking is difficult – quite off-putting ‘ 

‘A bigger area to park so that it’s off the road’ 

‘Need new Upper carp park ASAP’ 

‘Freezing at Carol Service. Any heating would be welcome’ 

0
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‘It was very cold—a problem for the elderly and disabled and the very young’ 

‘Perhaps signage’ 

 

Question 4: What else would make you more likely to visit Holy Sepulchre? Please tick as 

many as you wish. 

- Extended opening hours          - More information about heritage           - Church welcomers  

 

- Church guides                             - Refreshments                                  - Shop 

 

- Other (please specify): 

 

Results 

 
 

 

 

 

 

‘Other’ suggestions  
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Additional comments 

‘Improve churchyard area by removing beggars, winos etc’  

‘Unfortunately, it is the first time I have visited this lovely church since I was confirmed in 

1958’ 

‘I would like to be able to spend some quiet times other than Sundays’ 

‘Not local to Northampton, but come in for cultural activities’  

‘With children, having refreshments available would really help.’ 

‘Looseshop supports local fruit / veg / herb growers and crafters (E.g. soap)’ 

‘I would find it interesting to find out more about the church heritage’  

‘Perhaps like an open day where there were guides to show you around for the history. 

Advertised as a now and again open day, or even just a yearly event.’ 

‘Need to make it a ‘must do’ destination for tourists. Link with Althorp / Museums / 

Mackintosh House’ 

‘I think the inclusivity of this church is wonderful. It is terrible that sections of our society do 

not feel able to attend church’ 

‘I came with children for a school visit. The above would be helpful’ 

‘I use a large electric wheelchair and have used the ramp access [to] the ‘Round’ when 

Deanery Synod was held here. There is also access to the upper end (chancel?) via a door at 

the side. However, I suspect that not many people are aware of this access as I found it was 

dark and rather overgrown. It needs to be more noticeable and accessible.’ 

0

1

2

3

4

5

Number of times suggested
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5.0 Results summary  
All the people who filled out a survey were established visitors to the church.  

People currently visit Holy Sepulchre for a variety of reasons, but particularly to attend arts 

activities and events, which they would like to see occur more frequently. People also 

attend regular, occasional office and festival worship.  

People would be more likely to visit the church if lavatories were installed. Improvements to 

physical and intellectual access, lighting and heating would also likely be welcomed. As 

would the introduction of a point from which to serve refreshments. Improvements to 

parking would also probably find favour among visitors. 
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Part 5: 

Community Consultation Day 
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Community Consultation Day 

A community consultation day was held at the church of the Holy Sepulchre on 23 March 

2109. The day consisted of presentations (one held in the morning and repeated in the 

afternoon), informal conversation, and a tour of the church led by John Kightley of the Holy 

Sepulchre Restoration Trust. Refreshments were served by volunteers from the local school 

/ college.  

The day was attended by over 25 people and provided an opportunity for attendees to learn 

about the ‘Unlocking Potential’ project, the consultation process and the draft options for 

reordering the church. Presentations prompted lively discussion and the tour offered a 

fascinating insight into the history, heritage and art of Holy Sepulchre. Attendees were also 

encouraged to speak to the consultants engaged on the project, as well as members of the 

project Steering Group.    
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Part 6: 

Restoration Trust Response to Options 
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HOLY SEPULCHRE (Northampton) RESTORATION TRUST LTD 

Company number 06861687   Registered Charity |number 284282 

 

Registered Office. 22 Lyncrest Avenue, Northampton. NN5 5PE 

Telephone Number 01604 754782 

Email crusader.round@btinternet.com 

 
Trust response to the Regeneration Option Plans number 1, 2 and 3 as presented by Joe 

Player Architects Ltd reference 387-03_001…002 & 003. 

 

 

OPTION 1. The directors are in favour of acceptance of the Round  to Inner  

         North Aisle Ramp. These suggestions have been presented on a                   

number of occasions but always refused by English Heritage.  

There are problems however with the tower ramp proposal. We have taken 

advice from funeral directors who ask for a space of 1.10 m and with a ramp of 

1.00m this takes up the full belfry opening width of 2.10m. But this means the 

ramp would straddle the positions of two bell ringers which would be 

unacceptable. We are also in favour of new  LED light fittings especially in the 

Becket Chapel     where we have just spent £62,000.00 conserving the KEMPE 

1887 window and we now find the viewing blocked by the lighting cradle. 

 

 
              

OPTION 1 OBJECTIONS. The WC, Store and Servery Pod is objected to on the 

                    grounds as follows; 

a)The Outer North Aisle is a relative new build ( 1877) and was added 

specifically as a dedicated military aisle as can be seen by the stained 

glass window dedications and multi brass plaques. 

b)The west end famous Mayer of Germany JAFFA (1883)window would 

have a blocked viewing…this is the most photographed of all the church  

windows and would completely suffer sight viewing from the proposed seating 

area. 

c) The sewage drain would clash with the large new gas supply pipe running 

from the front of the churchyard to the east end feed into the heating system. 

This would also undoubtedly involve expensive archaeological investigation and 

report.  

d) Visitors on tour who congregate in front of the JAFFA window would not 

have the benefit of a vestibule barrier next to the disabled toilet. 

e) We believe there would be massive disruption to church services with people 

using the WC. 

The curtain proposition. This is also objected to on the grounds that it is most 

likely to offend British and Euro Standards for health and safety… to hang 

curtains over steps that are part of the Means of Escape route from and to the 

upper level in the event of fire…an awkward barrier to negotiate. 

 

mailto:crusader.round@btinternet.com
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There is no mention in the notes that both front and backs of the proposed 

curtains would need to be flame proofed as would the interlining…this is 

mandatory in public space. The weight would be extraordinary for aged 

members to pull thus would need electric facility to open and close. Ongoing 

servicing by the PCC down the years would be very difficult and costly when 

cleaning and re-flame proofing. ( One of the Trustees  has spent 40 years in 

contract furnishing and is aware of the many issues that have to be put in place ). 

There are already drawings in place for glass screens drawn up as the ideal 

situation for split heating requirements. Double rather than single glazing to 

avoid condensation. There are already objections to this from the DAC, The 

Victorian Society, English Heritage and other parties who collectively complain 

of spoilage of the west to east vista. This vista would be even worst served by 

the introductions of curtains. Down the last thirteen years of re-generation 

meetings and forums the incumbent has regularly stated his preference for 

internal glass doors in the belfry to meet the wish from all parties to enhance the 

magnificent vista right through the church to the High Altar. 

 

South Aisle Restrictions. The directors would like to advise that following the 

huge outbreak of wet and dry rot in this aisle in 1992 costing £26,000  to repair, 

a series of five inspection trap doors are in place for regular maintenance 

inspection and thus a need to maintain this area as free space. This area is also a 

dedicated space of burials of many of the deceased mayors and aldermen of 

Northampton Corporation  post The Great Fire of 1675 through to 1800, and 

still a possible access to the undetermined vaults. A Ground Radar Scan is 

available to view. 

 

OPTION 2   The directors have grave concerns as to the Round proposals of tiered  

                     seating. Whilst in appearance it may be seen as enhancement, in practice  

                     it would ruin the versatility that the Round offers. For instance, Trust  

                     concerts (172 to date since 1982 and ongoing) are set up with the east  

                     side of the Round for band situation and audience ( a limitation of 160) 

          on the west side allowing the crucial Great West Door, North Door and 

                     South Porch as an easy Means of Escape  as identified by the fire officer. 

                     Our bands set up across the belfry entrance would likely nullify the 

                     fire officer’s requirements. Our present ongoing set up has raised many  

                     tens of thousands of pounds that has contributed to the church structure  

                     being what it is today. The seating proposition  on our assessment would   

                     provide in the region of  50% restricted viewing. 

 

                     It would be very interesting to learn of The Masque Theatre’s opinion on             

                     the proposition. It would also be of interest to learn of opinion of funeral  

                     directors who already struggle with heavy coffins up our steps. 

 

                     The plan also shows the seating between the north pillars. There happens  

                     to be a font there ( it cost £10,000 to move it there and would be very  

                     costly to move again). 

 

                     The servery would be better situated in the vestry away from ongoing  

                     eventing (noisy washing up!) 
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OPTION 3   The directors wholeheartedly agree with the vestry changes of this option. 

                     The new build proposed has been used in a number of churches in the  

                     diocese so sets a precedent. And with a vestibule would not affect the  

                     servery facility. 

 

                     Concerns to consider around the new paved area is the regularity of  

                     hidden space around the back of the church attracts much attention from                     

                     the drug dealers and users and we have evidence down the years of fires  

                     that have been lit next to the vestry door causing fire damage and 

                     potential major damage. 

 

         There is also a DAC mandate going back around thirty years when the  

                    new vicarage was built. Due to the known mass of burials in the north   

                    area the vicarage had to be built on stilts and advice given that any other  

                    new build proposals would need the same application. 

 

OUR RESPONSE is comprehensive but what is written needs to be taken account of . 

The directors have always enjoyed a happy relationship with the PCC and would hope that 

our feelings and concerns will be taken on board. Many years of striving to  

return Holy Sepulchre to it’s former glory have seen £1.3 million  raised and spent in an 

effort to meet the challenges of the 21st century. We hope that we can continue to work 

together with all partners to take this national treasure forward with support from all 

agencies. 

 

PS The Trust has a comprehensive archive of photography both above and below ground that 

may be helpful in fulfilling the manner in which the regeneration can move forward . Any 

building works would need to take account of hidden installations and the Trust holds a 

comprehensive file of architects drawings going back to day 1 of restoration. Our Trust 

secretary has been at the heart of every phase of works and events down the years from 1963 

and is willing to meet the DAC at the church or at the DAC place of meeting . 
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Options Appraisal with Indicative Impact 

Assessment 
 

In November 2017, Joe Player Architects were commissioned alongside Ben Stoker Heritage 

Consultant to carry out an Options Appraisal at The Church of the Holy Sepulchre in 

Northampton.  This outline heritage impact assessment provides for the topics addressed as 

part of the options study, but that no conclusive ‘final option’ was settled upon, and for this 

reason this aims to cover the broad themes of the proposed changes. 

 

Project Background 

The Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Northampton was constructed c.1100. It is one of only 

four surviving medieval round churches in England, and much of the original building fabric 

remains although the building has developed over time. Major restoration works were carried 

out to the east end of the church in the 1860s by Sir George Gilbert Scott, and these contribute 

to and enhance the building’s historic and architectural significance. It also has a special place 

in Northamptonshire’s military history, acting as the Regimental Church for the 

Northamptonshire Regiment in the 19th and 20th centuries. The church building is grade I 

listed, and a closed churchyard and church hall fall within its curtilage. It sits within the historic 

medieval core of the town, just outside of the main town centre. 

 

The PCC believe that the church has the potential to act as a centre for local community 

activities and events, as well as a tourist attraction. It could also play an important part in the 

redevelopment and urban regeneration of the local area. However, there are a number of 

challenges affecting the use of the building including a lack of refreshment and toilet facilities 

and issues regarding accessibility. Security concerns have also led to the church building 

generally being closed to the public outside of worship, although it is open for several hours 

per week during summer months. 

 

The PCC has developed a Conservation Management Plan, which assesses the significance of 

the building and highlights the issues affecting the church as well as potential opportunities. 

A heritage consultant is now sought to develop an Options Appraisal and Heritage Impact 

Assessment as a next step in developing a scheme for the church building and complex that 

will allow it to realise its potential and address the challenges faced. 
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Options Appraisal Themes 

Initial consultations with the PCC and Steering Group, led by the Heritage Consultant and 

Architect, identified common themes surrounding the use of the building complex, the 

problems associated with current programmes of activity, and the opportunities and 

aspirations for the church and mission.  Three alternative strategies were proposed as a result 

of the Options Appraisal, and these included the following five key themes: 

 

✓ Creating equal access for all & better circulation 

✓ Repairing the nationally significant organ 

✓ Enhancing the lighting and sound systems 

✓ Improving thermal efficiency & separate use of spaces 

✓ Installing new toilet and servery amenities 

 

Each of the options explored different responses to these challenges.  These options were 

collated through discussion with the PCC and Steering Group, in conjunction with the 

extensive consultation led by the Heritage Consultant.  

 

The consultation process is covered separately, but that the conclusions broadly aligned with 

the themes identified by the PCC.  In addition, the consultation also demonstrated a demand 

for new uses, services and facilities.   These needs underpin the requirement for change in 

order to provide a sustainable future for the church, the parishioners, and reach new 

audiences. 

 

Significance 

The Church of the Holy Sepulchre is a nationally important building, and for this reason is 

afforded Grade I listed status (List No.: 1052407, dated 19-Jan-1952).  The Historic England 

listing description states: 

 

“One of the rare round churches, having a circular nave, derived from the Church of 

the Holy Sepulchre, Jerusalem. The original church of about 1100 had a round nave of 

8 columns, supporting a triforium, and a short chancel, probably apse-ended. A North 

aisle was added circa 118O, leaving the present arcade. 

 A second North aisle was added circa 1275. During the early C15 a South aisle was 

built, the triforium of the round was replaced by a clerestory, and a Western tower was 

added. The restoration of 1860-4 added further extensions to the East. The round nave, 
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now the Baptistry, is still impressive, though restored 1868-73. Additions of 1860-4 by 

Sir George Gilbert Scott. Not a Templar church, always a parish church. Chancel screen 

by Oldrid Scott, 1880. Brass of 1640.”4 

 

This statement does not cover the historic background, condition, or overall assessment of 

the building’s significance.  For this, please refer to the Conservation Management Plan 

prepared by Ben Smith in March 2017 and Quinquennial Inspection report compiled by GSS 

Architecture in 2018.  These documents informed the options and impact assessment.  

 

The Options Appraisal strategies are high-level propositions that require further consultation, 

agreements in principle, and more site-specific analysis as to the final adaptations required in 

order to facilitate a final solution preferred option or solution.  However, at this stage, the 

Options Appraisal seeks to evaluate the general, indicative impact of each theme and identify 

areas for future investigation and assessment. 

 

Outline Impact Assessment 

Our approach for this options appraisal is to build a strategy that meets the challenges of the 

physical environment, user requirements, and provides for flexibility to accommodate new 

programmes of activity. 

 

The ideas presented herein and within the plans are not final or total solutions in their own 

right, but more a series of components shown in three combinations for ease.  Therefore, it 

is possible to ‘pick and mix’ from the range of options available, and formulate a new, perhaps 

preferred, combination that borrows from the best solutions from Options 1, 2 and 3. 

 

The options have thus far been generated through engagement and dialogue with the 

Steering Group and the Holy Sepulchre Restoration Trust, and it is essential that these 

partners continue to be a voice in the ongoing development of a preferred and final solution.  

The impact assessments set out below should be read in conjunction with the associated 

drawings (see end of the document). 

 

 

 

 

 
4 https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1052407 

https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1052407
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OPTION 1 

 

Theme Response(s) Alteration(s) Impact 

Equal access Re-establish entrance through 

the West Tower 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New internal lifting platform 

from the Baptistry to the Nave 

Grading of external surfaces 

(or new paving) to create a 

level threshold 

 

 

Installation of lightweight 

internal ramp to overcome 

level change into the Baptistry 

 

Required as an intervention to 

overcome more substantial 

internal level change. 

 

Low: allows for enhanced 

approach & reuse of principle 

entrance; and for visitors to enjoy 

the full view through the church 

 

Medium: would provide better 

public access, but has visual and 

physical impact in the West Tower 

 

High: a minor visual impact that 

could be managed with high quality 

materials and, potentially, a 

subterranean installation; however, 

this will require an archaeological 

assessment and will have an impact 

on building fabric / flooring. 

Organ repairs Nationally significance 

instrument, unused owing to 

the expense of repair 

Seek funding for specialist 

repairs to bring back into use 

for church & other users 

High: would restore heritage asset 

in its own right and facilitate 

existing and new church uses. 

Lighting & sound Lighting to be improved for a 

range of functions (in addition 

to worship, these may include 

arts and heritage) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sound system 

 

Replace all existing lighting 

either through modification of 

existing fittings, or, provision of 

new (all by specialist) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upgrade existing sound system 

to allow for new modes of use 

(e.g. worship, performance 

etc.) and consider linking to 

bell for automated chimes (to 

free space within the West 

Tower 

 

 

Medium: opportunity to provide 

modal use of spaces (i.e. Nave / 

Round) for separate times & 

functions; also improve better 

visual wayfinding. 

✓ Suggested reuse of existing 

wiring (or apertures in 

building fabric) to mitigate 

impact of installation. 

✓ Suggest move to LED to 

improve running costs & 

longevity of bulbs. 

 

 

Low: these changes could allow for 

greater flexibility for existing & new 

uses. 

✓ Suggest specialist to review & 

propose modifications to 

existing system 

✓ Suggest reuse of existing 

wiring, apertures & fixings, 

where practical to mitigate 

damage to internal fabric. 

Thermal upgrades New heavy-duty fabric curtains 

(designed & manufactured by 

specialist to high-quality design 

and meeting contemporary fire 

safety requirements) & 

installed to hang from new 

pole from between arch head 

and tracery windows. Could 

be automated. 

 

 

Create a thermal buffer with 

thick, drawable decorative 

curtains to divide the Nave 

from the Baptistry when 

required. 

Medium: this will require new 

fixings into high-level masonry, 

sufficient to carry weight of fabric 

(subject to structural engineer’s 

advice, details & calculations). 

✓ Will require specialist advice 

on fire protections 

✓ Will require specialist advice 

on cleaning and maintenance 

regime 
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✓ Will require manual operation 

(unless electronic assistance 

considered and/or possible) 

WC & servery New service 'pod' comprising: 

Disabled toilet, unisex toilet, 

storage & servery.  

 

 

A self-contained cabinetry, of 

high-quality oak-framed 

construction. 

 

 

High: visual & physical impact inside 

& outside of the building.  May 

cause potential visual and physical 

obstruction in the building, 

disrupting activities and views.  

Mitigations: 

✓ Single penetration through 

the floor for the waste 

drainage to run parallel with 

the floor joists and discharge 

below ground through the 

external wall.  

✓ Inset away from all masonry 

walls and in front of two less 

significant central 

(clear/leaded) windows. A 

maximum 3m height so as to 

mitigate impact view to 

windows behind and remain 

under the pendant light 

fittings. 

✓ New drainage run through 

trench arch waste water 

(sewage) disposal will require 

archaeological investigations & 

appropriately sited discharge. 

 

OPTION 2 

 

Theme Response(s) Alteration(s) Impact 

Equal access New internal gallery landing to 

connect the south porch to 

the Nave, with ramped access 

from the Baptistry (former 

Nave) to the Nave. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Within the Outer North Aisle 

install a new internal ramp 

over the existing floor 

Retractable high-quality, tiered 

bleacher-style seating that can 

also provide stepped access 

from the Nave to the Baptistry 

and be used to create semi-

circular events space with the 

round of the Baptistry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Form a lightweight frame & 

allowing for 1.2m sq clear 

landing at head & base; for 

High: a minor visual impact that 

could be managed with high quality 

materials and, potentially, a 

subterranean installation; however, 

this will require an archaeological 

assessment and will have an impact 

on building fabric / flooring. 

✓ Allows for flexible worship & 

new uses within the Baptistry 

(in conjunction with activity 

plan) 

✓ If permanent, an assessment 

of archaeology & strategy for 

installation will be required. 

✓ Lightweight structure on pads 

to avoid impact on historic 

floors, possibly designed as a 

completely reversible 

intervention. 

 

Medium: would provide better 

public access but has visual and 
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access to new WC facilities 

within the Vestry 

physical impact within the interior 

of the building. 

 

 

Organ repairs As Option 1 As Option 1 As Option 1 

Lighting & sound As Option 1 As Option 1 As Option 1 

Thermal upgrades As Option 1 As Option 1 As Option 1 

WC & servery New WC in Vestry.  

 

There is insufficient space to 

install 2no or more WCs 

owing to existing constraints. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A new well-designed, purpose-

made servery could be 

installed adjacent to the 

external north wall, leaving the 

outer north aisle free for 

multiple uses, including gallery/ 

exhibition / activity space. 

High: visual & physical impact inside 

& outside of the building. 

May cause nuisance/disruption by 

virtue of limited amenity (i.e. 

queueing).  Will also require that 

the Vestry is relocated (not yet 

clear where this could be sited). 

As a single disabled WC for a 

public building this will require a 

larger footprint, which would be 

partitioned and also require 

mechanical ventilation. 

Mitigations: 

✓ Single penetration through 

the floor for the waste 

drainage to run parallel with 

the floor joists and discharge 

below ground through the 

external wall.  

✓ Sound-proofing to WC 

enclosure to minimise noise 

disruption. 

✓ New drainage run to connect 

to new septic tank (location 

adjacent to northern 

boundary) will require 

archaeological investigations & 

appropriately sited discharge. 

 

New servery counter & storage, in 

a high-quality, oak-framed cabinet, 

with a single penetration through 

the floor/external wall for sink 

waste only. 

 

OPTION 3 

 

Theme Response(s) Alteration(s) Impact 

Equal access Limited new internal gallery 

landing to connect south porch 

to Nave, with ramped access 

from the Baptistry (former 

Nave) along with tiered, 

stepped access. 

 

 

 

New internal ramp installed 

over existing floor, formed 

with lightweight framing & 

allowing for 1.2m sq clear 

landing at head & base; to 

connect to nave & Baptistry to 

overcome levels 

 

 

Medium: visual impact that could 

be partly mitigated through high-

quality materials. Lightweight 

structure on pads to avoid impact 

on historic floors, could be 

designed as a reversible 

intervention.  Would mean main 

access into the nave is via the 

south aisle, which might be 
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Within the Outer North Aisle 

install a new internal ramp 

over the existing floor 

 

 

 

 

Form a lightweight frame & 

allowing for 1.2m sq clear 

landing at head & base; for 

access to new WC facilities 

within the Vestry 

restrictive owing to the position of 

existing pews, unless some of these 

were to be removed. 

 

Medium: would provide better 

public access but has visual and 

physical impact within the interior 

of the building. 

Organ repairs As Option 1 As Option 1 As Option 1 

Lighting & sound As Option 1 As Option 1 As Option 1 

Thermal upgrades As Option 1 As Option 1 As Option 1 

WC & servery New extension to the rear of 

the church, behind the Vestry  

 

New WCs contained within 

single-storey, rear extension to 

the north of the vestry – could 

be more than the 2no shown 

if required and an acceptable 

design agreed and approved.  

Could provide for rear access 

for emergencies & alternative / 

secondary wheelchair use. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Servery as Option 2 

High: visual & physical impact 

outside of the building.  

Mitigations: 

✓ Use of traditional materials & 

design limiting the impact on 

existing masonry. 

✓ An extension to the church 

would require secular 

planning consent, in addition 

to faculty permission, with 

associated time and cost 

implications. 

✓ New drainage run to connect 

to existing below ground 

drainage (at Vicarage) will 

require archaeological 

investigations & appropriately 

sited discharge to statutory 

authority approval (for 

intensification). 

 

Servery as Option 2 

 

Future Considerations 

Whilst there is some commonality between the options as to the infrastructure, i.e. lighting, 

heating and sound, the more strategic interventions do need further consideration and 

development.  As a minimum, and in order to continue the evolution of these initial options 

studies, the PCC, Steering Group and Stakeholders will need to form a clear consensus around 

the preferred approach to: 

✓ The sources of new uses & users to further mission, extend reach within the town, and 

create a sustainable future for the church 

✓ What infrastructure is required in order to deliver a sustainable programme of 

worship and complimentary activities 

✓ The most appropriate means of facilitating equal access, including the entrance to, 

and within, the building  

✓ The siting of the WC & servery and the associated drainage strategy 
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Summary 

In all options, to a lesser or greater degree, there will be an impact on the building and/or its 

setting.  In each instance, this harm should be weighed against the objectives of enhancing 

existing worship & mission, finding new uses & users to increase activity and income 

generation, and to engage with the needs and aspirations of the community from the 

evidence-led consultation.  This is an opportunity for positive change to provide a sustainable 

future for the Church of the Holy Sepulchre and its place in the town. 

 

Ongoing Consultation 

In order to achieve a clear and consensual vision, the development of the options must 

include further consultation with the Diocesan Advisory Committee, Historic England, the 

Victorian Society, the Conservation Officer, and others.  Capturing the views, knowledge and 

experience of these key stakeholders will be paramount to forming a deliverable preferred 

option.  
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Option 1 
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Option 2 
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Option 3 

 


